
 
CHAPTER 6 
 
Pitch 
 
Now that we understand duration and notation, let us turn our attention to what 
most people place at the center of music: pitch. Back in Chapter 2 we discussed 
frequency as a component of pitch. Musicians have discovered over the centuries 
certain mathematical properties of frequency and have exploited these properties to 
create music that satisfies their cultural understanding of what makes “good” 
music. 
 
The human range of hearing is roughly 20Hz to 20,000Hz. The piano keyboard 
covers the range from 27.5Hz (lowest note) to 4186Hz (highest note). It would be 
prohibitively difficult to notate music using simply frequency, even with rhythmic 
values taken into consideration, as the example below shows: 
 

h    = 120 

 
       622.25Hz                      587.33Hz               622.25Hz      523.25Hz      622.25Hz                    698.46Hz 
 
This is clunky and requires a lot of brainpower. As musicians, we simply do not 
have time to interpret these numbers in a way that allows us to perform them 
within a reasonable interval. So we use our system of clefs and staves (plural of 
staff) to make the process easier. We also use letter names or solfège syllables to 
allow us to talk about pitch when we do not have a staff handy. 
 
Pitch and Pitch Class 
 
So much of the Western notational and musical systems are derived from a 
mathematical principle noticed by no less an historical personage than Pythagoras. 
If you take a monochord (a one-stringed instrument) and tune it to a certain pitch, 
then place your finger at the halfway point of the string and pluck half the string, 
the corresponding frequency is twice the frequency of an unstopped string.  
 



 
 
For example, if you tuned the monochord to a frequency of 220Hz, and then 
stopped and plucked half the string, you would get a frequency of 440Hz. This 
mathematical affinity is known as the octave. Since the frequencies are so closely 
related (a ratio of 2:1), a note and its octave sound like they fit together. When that 
happens with two notes, we say they are consonant. The octave is a perfect 
consonance. 
 
If you divide that monochord into three equal parts and pluck 2/3 of the length, you 
would get a frequency of 330Hz. The resultant pitch is said to be a perfect fifth 
(P5) above the starting pitch. We then say that a 3:2 ratio produces the P5. 
Likewise, if you divide the monochord into four equal parts and pluck 3/4 of the 
string, you get a frequency of 293.33333…Hz. This is a perfect fourth (P4) above 
the starting pitch, and is generated by the ratio 4:3. This process could conceivably 
continue ad infinitum, but within the Western tradition we tend to limit it so that it 
generates nothing smaller than a semitone or half step.  
 
You have heard references to pitches like “Middle C” or “high A” most of your 
musical lives. These names have their origins in the medieval period, and 
developed at roughly the same time as the notation system. A hymn called Ut 
queant laxis provided the material for a new way of understanding how a piece of 
music could be learned. 



 
 
The syllables in red formed a scalar hexachord, or a grouping of six pitches 
arranged in ascending order. This provided a system for moving up and down a 
scale. To expand beyond those six pitches, musicians and teachers6 started the 
hexachord at different points and repeated the note names at different pitch levels. 
They created a mnemonic device where each note was assigned a joint on the hand. 
This Guidonian hand could then help performers learn new pieces of music. 
Beginning with the Greek letter G (Gamma) and then continuing with the Latin 
alphabet (A, B, etc.), the creator of the Guidonian hand assigned letter names to 
different pitches generated by overlapping hexachords. The lowest pitch was 
Gamma ut, followed by A re, B mi, etc. 
 

 
 

 
6 Though there is no evidence he actually created this, the system is named after Guido d’Arezzo (992/3 – after 
1033 CE). 



Since the note above “G sol re ut” (the first appearance of the Latin “G”) had a 2:1 
frequency ratio (see below) with “A re,” the letter names started all over. Thus, all 
As have some kind of 2:1 ratio with each other, all Bs are related, and so forth. 
These relationships can be understood as follows: All notes which share a letter 
name and the same accidental (chromatic alteration) can be said to be members of 
the same pitch class. Thus, all Cs are in the same pitch class, all E-flats are in the 
same pitch class, etc. We can refer then to each individual pitch via scientific pitch 
notation. What is sometimes colloquially referred to as “middle C” is, according to 
scientific pitch notation, C4, because it is the fourth C on the piano keyboard. 
 
Here is a piano keyboard with every pitch identified by scientific pitch notation. 
 

 
 
Notice that the lowest pitches are given the number 0 (A0, A#0/Bb0, B0). Our 
numbering system actually starts with members of the C pitch class. The lowest C 
is C1, and the highest C is C8. That can be a little confusing. Letter names start 
with A, but numberings start on C. 
 
A fascinating thing happened given the intervallic content implied by Ut queant 
laxis and the Guidonian hand. The distance between “mi” and “fa” is shorter than 
the distance between any other two adjacent starting points. This led to “ut-re,” 
“re-mi,” “fa-sol,” and “sol-la” being known as whole steps and “mi-fa” being 
known as a half step. When the hexachordal system was created, this led to the 
creation of two possible pitches above a “la.” One was a whole step “B mi” and the 
other a half step “B fa.” The B a whole step above A was also called “B dur,” or 
“hard B,” and had a squared-off protrusion in lower-case form. 
 
 
 
 The half-step B was known as “B moll” or “soft B.” 
 
 
 
The need for a symbol for different versions of the same pitch led to the creation of 
accidentals, or signs to indicate a change in pitch within the same pitch class. You 
can see this on the modern piano keyboard. Any adjacent white keys are a whole 



step apart, with two exceptions: E-F and B-C. Because these two intervals prove 
half steps exist, we can further divide any whole step into two half steps. We can 
do this by raising the lower pitch or lowering the upper pitch of any set of two 
adjacent pitches that create a whole step. You may recognize the “dur” and “moll” 
symbols as looking suspiciously like the “natural” (which cancels any other 
accidental or key signature adjustment) and “flat” (which lowers a pitch by a half 
step) accidentals. Indeed, that is their origin. To these two, a third was added – the 
sharp sign, which raises a pitch by a half step. 
 
b  - flat   n - natural  # - sharp 

 
Let’s explore one other aspect of this tuning system. 
 

 
 
This is called the overtone series, and you might notice something interesting. 
Read any two adjacent numbers from right to left (reverse order), and you get the 
rough Pythagorean tuning for that interval. The first two pitches (C2 and C3 left to 
right) are an octave apart, and the ratio (right to left) is 2:1. This works consistently 
to 9:8 (i.e., C3 to G3 is 3:2 for a P5, G3 to C4 is 4:3 for a P4, etc.) 
 
This example does not show fine variations of tuning that result. Certain pitches in 
that example are more sharp or flat than what is implied by the accidental. 
Whenever you have an interval smaller than a half step, it is called a microtone. In 
most of the Western music tradition, microtones were avoided (though they often 
appeared in ancient music). In non-Western traditions, they are much more 
common. 
 
Scales and Modes 
 
Often in Western art music, there is a hierarchy of pitches. One pitch will have 
more weight and significance to the structure of the music. We call this pitch the 
tonic. It is possible to arrange the pitches in ascending order starting with the tonic 
to create a scale. Let’s start with a tonic of C: 
 



 
 
As mentioned earlier, most adjacent white keys on a piano keyboard are a whole 
step apart, with the exception of E-F and B-C. We can then say that the intervallic 
content of this construction is: 
 
Whole step Whole step Half step Whole step Whole step Whole step Half step 
or  
W W H W W W H 
 
We call this particular scale the C Major scale. Here it is notated in treble, bass, 
alto, and tenor clefs. In the treble and alto clefs, we start on C4, and in the tenor 
and bass clefs we start on C3. 

 
 
Notice the ledger line in the alto clef. Ledger lines are temporary extensions above 
or below the staff that allow for a wider range of pitches. 
 
We can also name the pitches not just by their note names, but by their function 
within the scale. We give them numbers, which we call scale degrees. These are 
signified by an Arabic numeral with a carat (^) on top.  
 
 



 
 
 
       1              2            3            4        5             6        7   1 

 
 
The scale degrees have names as well: 
 
1 – Tonic 
2 – Supertonic 
3 – Mediant 
4 – Subdominant 
5 – Dominant 
6 – Submediant 
7 – Leading Tone 
 
 
If you start on any C on the keyboard – any member of the C pitch class – and play 
the white keys to the next C, you will get this scale. Move to, say, a G and play the 
white keys, and you get something slightly different:  
 
            1             2             3            4          5    6         7   1 

 
 
The intervallic content here is not the same as the C Major scale. This scale starts 
with two whole steps and a half step, but instead of three whole steps before the 
next half step you only get two. This also means that the last interval is no longer a 
half step; instead, it becomes a whole step to compensate. 
 
W W H W W H W 
 
In order to adjust this so that it has the same intervallic content as the C Major 
scale, we must raise the seventh scale degree. We do this by applying a sharp (#) to 

the pitch F, making it F-sharp. 



 
 
 
             1             2             3            4           5     6          7    1 

 
 
Since this has the same intervallic content as the C Major scale but instead starts on 
G, we call this the G Major scale. 
 
What we have just done is a simple exercise in transposition, or the moving of 
pitch material to a different starting point while maintaining the intervallic content. 
We can transpose the Major scale to start on any pitch. As an exercise, let us 
transpose the major scale so that it always starts on the dominant (5) of the 
previous transposition. 
 



 
We could keep going, but after all seven pitch classes are sharped we run into the 
need for double-sharps (M), and if at all possible we want to avoid those in this 
context. What happens if we go in the opposite direction and start on the 
subdominant (4) for our series of transpositions? 
 



 
 
After seven transpositions, every pitch class is now flatted. This makes sense for 
both sharps and flats, as there are seven basic pitch-class names. All the scales will 
have the same intervallic content (WWHWWWH), just different starting pitches. 
 
Enharmonic equivalency, key signatures, and the Circle of Fifths 
 
If you look at the standard piano keyboard, you can see that there is a bit of 
redundancy.7 

 
7 From https://www.music-for-music-teachers.com/support-files/keyboard-with-letters.pdf.  



 
 
Consider our list of scales. We have both C-sharp Major and D-flat Major as 
possibilities. There is no difference in sound between the two; which one you 
choose depends entirely on context. Two pitches that have different note names but 
sound the same are said to be enharmonically equivalent. This is important because 
the principle of enharmonic equivalency is at the core of what is arguably the 
single most important theoretical concept in Western music – the Circle of Fifths. 
Looking at those 15 major scales created above, we can do two things with them. 
First, we can extract the accidentals to create key signatures, which allow us to 
save ink and time by putting all the accidentals in one place. 
 
Here are all possible key signatures in Western music, shown in each of the clefs 
we use consistently. 
 
Treble clef: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bass clef: 



 
 
Alto clef: 

 
 
Tenor clef: 

 
 
You might notice that the order of pitch classes is reversed from sharp to flat. 
 
Order of sharps: F C G D A E B 
Order of flats: B E A D G C F 
 
You might also notice that the overall shape of the key signatures is upward for 
sharps and downward for flats. There are no coincidences in music theory. 
 
Second, because of enharmonic equivalents we can organize these key signatures 
into a circle: 
 
 
 
 
 
(circle of fifths by Wikipedia user Just plain Bill) 



 
 
This, the circle of fifths, shows the relationships between the various keys. (If a 
piece of music uses a particular scale or has a particular pitch as its most important 
pitch class (tonic), we say the piece of music is in that key. Hence, a C Major scale 
implies a piece in C Major.) 
 
Minor scales and keys 
 
You may notice the lower-case note names in green inside the circle. If we take a C 
Major scale, keep the same pitches, but start on the submediant (6), we get a 
slightly different intervallic construction: 



 
W H W W H W W 
 
This is a minor scale. Specifically, it is a natural minor scale. Every major has a 
corresponding – or relative – minor, which starts on the submediant of that major 
scale. Hence, the relative minor for C Major is A Minor, the relative minor for G 
Major is E Minor, and so forth. 
 
You may, at some point in your experience, have heard there are three forms of 
minor scale. This is both true and inaccurate. There are indeed three forms of the 
minor: 
 1. Natural – uses the same pitches as the relative major, but starts on the 
corresponding submediant 
 2. Harmonic – natural minor with the penultimate (second-to-last) pitch 
raised 
 3. Melodic – natural minor with the antepenultimate (third-to-last) and 
penultimate pitches raised in ascent and returned to natural minor in descent. 
 
The next example shows all three forms of the D minor scale. The melodic is 
longer because it is different in ascent and descent. 

Again, the relative minor will share a key signature with the corresponding major 
key. There is also the parallel minor, which shares the tonic but not a key 
signature. On the circle of fifths, the relative minor is in the same clock position 
(with 12 slots, it helps to think of the circle as a clock), while the parallel minor is 
three “hours” before. You can add three flats/take away three sharps/some 
combination of this to find parallel minors. Here are a few examples. 
 



Major     Relative Minor  Parallel Minor 
C (no sharps/flats)   A (no sharps/flats)  C (three flats) 
G (one sharp)   E (one sharp)  G (two flats) 
A-flat (four flats)   F (four flats)   A-flat (seven flats) 
C-sharp (seven sharps)  A-sharp (seven sharps) C-sharp (four sharps) 
 
Modes 
 
Just as we found the relative minor by starting on the submediant, we can derive 
other scales by starting on different scale degrees of a diatonic (within a given key) 
collection. (The opposite of diatonic is chromatic, which means a pitch in a given 
key/scale has been altered by an accidental in some way. If this isn’t confusing 
enough, the alterations to the harmonic and melodic minor scales are considered 
“honorary” diatonic. The system is good, but it isn’t perfect.) For example, if we 
took the pitches of the C Major scale and started on D (the supertonic, or 2) with 
no chromatic alterations, we would get the following construction (note clef!): 

 
This gives us an intervallic content of W H W W W H W. This is similar to, but 
not exactly like, the natural minor. We consider these rotations of the scale to be 
modes of the corresponding major key. In Western music theory, there are seven 
standard modes, which get their names from ancient Greek musical constructions. 
(Over the course of millennia and via poor translations, the names came to mean 
different constructions than what they did originally. Plato would not recognize 
these modes as we do.) These seven modes, with their corresponding scale degree 
starting points, are: 
 
Mode    Starting point (scale degree)  Intervallic content 
Ionian    1 (tonic)    WWHWWWH (major) 
Dorian   2 (supertonic)   WHWWWHW 
Phrygian   3 (mediant)    HWWWHWW 
Lydian   4 (subdominant)   WWWHWWH 
Mixolydian   5 (dominant)   WWHWWHW 
Aeolian   6 (submediant)   WHWWHWW (minor) 
Locrian   7 (leading tone)   HWWHWWW  
 
Here are the seven modes in relationship to a C Major scale: 



 
We identify the mode by its starting pitch and intervallic content. Thus the seven 
modes as presented here would be C Ionian, D Dorian, E Phrygian, F Lydian, G 
Mixolydian, A Aeolian, and B Locrian. If we transposed all of these up a whole 
step to connect them to D Major, we would then have D Ionian, E Dorian, F-sharp 
Phrygian, G Lydian, A Mixolydian, B Aeolian, and C-sharp Locrian. Those would 
look like this: 



 
 
Modes were used extensively in pre-tonal music (think late Middle Ages and 
Renaissance), but were mostly supplanted by major/minor tonality in the Baroque. 
At the beginning of the 20th century, some composers rediscovered them and used 
them as a way of finding new paths. Jazz musicians also use modes extensively in 
some types of improvisation. In the example below, there are 16 measures of D 
Dorian, followed by eight measures of E-flat Dorian, then a return to D Dorian for 
eight measures. This is repeated multiple times. 
 

“So What” from Kind of Blue, written by Miles Davis (1959). Performed by 
Miles Davis, Julian “Cannonball” Adderly, John Coltrane, Bill Evans, Paul 
Chambers, and Jimmy Cobb –
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylXk1LBvIqU 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Chromatic scales, pentatonic scales, and octatonic scales 
 
If you take a diatonic scale and add any chromatic alterations (sharps, flats, 
naturals), and then remove the enharmonic equivalent redundancies, you get a 
chromatic scale. 

 
 
Notice that when written in ascending form, there is a preference for sharps, and in 
descending form, there is a preference for flats. If a piece is in a specific key, 
respect the key with your chromatic scale, but this is a good reference point. A 
chromatic scale can start on any pitch, and consists of all half steps until you reach 
the octave above or below the starting pitch. 
 
Sometimes scales leave out certain pitches. Often, 4 and 7 are removed from a 
scale. This creates a scale where you have five notes before you reach the octave 
repeat, which we call a pentatonic (“five-tone”) scale. (The traditional major and 
minor scales would be considered heptatonic, or “seven-tone.”) The black keys on 
a piano keyboard make up a pentatonic scale, and it is used extensively in folk 
music. Pentatonic scales can appear in major or minor forms. The major pentatonic 
is WW1.5W1.58, and the minor pentatonic is 1.5WW1.5W.  
 
 A-flat major pentatonic   C-sharp minor pentatonic 

 
If you alternate half steps and whole steps, you get a scale with eight notes before 
you reach the octave. This is called an octatonic scale. There are several variations; 
we won’t go into all those right now. 
 

 
 

 
8 1.5 here means the space of a whole step plus a half step. 



EXERCISES 
 

1. Identify the given pitches with scientific pitch notation (i.e., G5, etc.). 

 
 

2. Write the requested pitches. Note clefs! 

 
 
 
 



3. Write the requested major scales. For this exercise, use accidentals and not 
key signatures. Note clefs! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4. Write the requested minor scales. For this exercise, use accidentals and not 
key signatures. Note forms and clefs! (For melodic, write the ascent and first 
two notes of descent.) 

 
 

5. Identify the given key signatures (both major and minor). 

 



6. Write the requested modes or scales, including the appropriate key signature. 
Note clefs! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


